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A. Copies ton and K. W. Norton 

Cabin Hill at Formby Point is part of the old southwest-Lancashire dune 
system, now in Merseyside. Contained in the area is a pool which 

evaporates in summer to become a damp patch in which insects breed, thus 
attracting birds. 

On 8th August 1977, K. W. Horton was viewing the 'pool' from a dune 
roughly 400 m to the north. Black-headed Gulls Lams ridibundus and 
hirundines hawked insects in hot, windless conditions. At about 15.00 
GMT, he noticed a large, dark bird flying towards him on drooping wings. 
Thinking it to be an Arctic Skua Stercorarius parasiticus, which would have 
been unusual in the calm weather, he attempted to obtain better views. He 
then realised that the bird was a very dark falcon resembling in size a male 
Peregrine Falco peregrimis, but having a much longer tail and longer, more 
sharply pointed wings. A nearby Kestrel F. tinnunculus offered useful 
comparison for size, wingspan, flight-style and plumage. The larger, darker 
falcon had slow, deep, relaxed wingbeats in contrast with the rapid 
'winnowing' action of the Kestrel. It did not hover, but repeatedly flew back 
and forth over the pool, sometimes hanging in the air with tail fanned and 
feet extended to catch insects. It frequently glided on lowered wings. 

Only general plumage features were discernible, the upperparts being a 
dark sooty-brown, with the tail and rump slightly paler and warmer, the 
malar stripes dark, and the cheeks and underparts a lighter brown. The 
underwing-coverts were very dark. Lack of strong tonal contrasts created a 
blackish appearance, especially at longer range. In the process of identi
fication, juvenile and melanistic Hobbies F. subbuteo were eliminated 
because of the bird's greater size, proportionately longer tail and relaxed 
flight-style. Red-footed Falcon F. vespertinus was also too small and 
compact. Species popular with falconers were considered, but Lanner F. 
biarmicus, Lagger F. jugger and Saker F. cherrug were all discounted mainly 
on plumage differences and feeding habits. Dark-phase Eleonora's Falcon 
F. eleonorae was the only bird which seemed to fit: a species which was 
unfamiliar to KWH. 
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When, after an hour, the falcon became distant, KWH returned home to 
study field guides and consulted Porter etal. (1974). The description of the 
slow 'foraging' flight of Eleonora's fitted that of the Formby bird, and the 
dark underwing-coverts were also a major identifying feature. 

The following day, A. Adams, AC and M. Garner accompanied KWH to 
Cabin Hill, and, at approximately 09.30 hours, the falcon was seen flying 
towards a copse, with a Kestrel in pursuit. All observers were impressed by 
the distinctive differences between the two birds at 300-400m. The 
Eleonora's Falcon was more powerful and well able to outfly the Kestrel, 
despite the latter's quicker wingbeats. The Eleonora's disappeared behind 
the copse, but was relocated on a branch facing the observers. Views 
through binoculars revealed considerable detail at 115m in good light. 
KWH then advanced to test the bird's approachability and to obtain views 
of it in flight. At about 50 m, it became alert, then rose and turned briefly 
sideways in a horizontal position, showing that its wings reached to the tip 
of its tail. It then took off and began hawking insects overhead. 

The following details were noted: 
several rows of darker spots, including 
extreme trailing edge, forming finely barred 
pattern. Coverts dark sooty-brown, mottled 
darker. Lack of strong contrast in plumage 
accentuated general darkness at long range. 
BARE PARTS Bill light steely-blue; eye dark 
brown; eye-ring dull white; cere bluish-
white; legs and feet bright butter-yellow. 
FLIGHT AND BEHAVIOUR Although capable of 
considerable speed, sought insects in 
leisurely fashion for about IV2 hours. Flight 
pattern same back-and-forth of previous day, 
with slow, deep, relaxed wingbeats inter
spersed with long, slow glides on lowered 
wings angled sharply at carpal joint. During 
glides, rump feathers sometimes raised, head 
lowered and tail twisted in the pronounced 
manner of Red Kite Milvus milvus. This 
peculiar 'slow-motion' flight recalled that of 
larger raptors. Circling and soaring not 
employed. On sighting insect, falcon made 
accelerated dash, often at downward angle, 
on deep)—but more rapid—wingbeats. Some 
zig-zagging, twisting and turning, the 
occasional stoop, and a complete side-roll 
were noted. Insect transferred from talons to 
bill in flight as falcon paused with fanned-out 
tail. Aerobatics less vigorous than Pere
grine's, and lack of stiffness and tension in 
wing-action presented graceful flight 
characteristics. Distance covered was within 
a 400 m radius, with the falcon frequently low 
overhead. 

SIZE, PROPORTIONS AND GENERAL CHARACTERS 

Very dark falcon, size of male Peregrine, but 
slimmer and less muscular in build, with 
wings proportionately longer and more finely 
pointed. Slightly rounded tail, of Kestrel-like 
proportions, about one-quarter as long again 
as width of wing base, looking narrow when 
folded: more rakish outline than Hobby, 
Peregrine or Red-footed Falcon. Flight 
silhouette very angular, not bowed, with 
characteristic sharp bend at carpal joints. No 
moult apparent, UPPERPARTS Forehead to 
nape dark sooty-brown, without pale nape 
patches. Mantle and upperwing slightly 
darker and unmarked. Uppertail and rump 
paler and warmer-toned, with rufous tint in 
direct sunlight, HEAD Malar stripes dark 
sooty-brown, between those of Hobby and 
Peregrine in width. Cheeks and ear-coverts 
cinnamon brown, cleanly rounded in outline. 
UNDERPARTS Chin, throat and rest of under
side, including undertail, uniform cinnamon-
brown. Darker brown streaking from upper 
breast to belly, prominent, but less heavy 
than on Hobby. Tail finely barred darker 
brown, with dark terminal band. Undertail-
coverts and tibial feathers apparently 
unstreaked. UNDERWING Flight feathers 
darker shade of body colour, darkening 
further towards tips of primaries. KWH 
detected marginally paler area between 
coverts and hindwing, but no strong dark 

trailing edge. Flight feathers marked by 

When the falcon went to rest, at approximately 11.15 hours, all observers 
were fully agreed that it was an Eleonora's Falcon, probably dark phase, 
although the smaller Sooty Falcon F. concolor had also been considered. AC 
had made sketches which were later used in the production of colour and 
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Fig. 1. First-summer Eleonora's Falcon Falco eleonorae hunting and perched, Merseyside, 
August 1977; note sharp, angular outline, and tail-twisting (A. Copleston) 
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monochrome drawings. The questions of age and plumage phase, however, 
remained unresolved. Literature and illustrations proved confusing, as the 
plumage did not exactly fit any picture or description studied. There was 
doubt as to its origins, and escape from captivity was suspected. The falcon 
was not seen on subsequent days. 

Establishing age and plumage-phase 

In order to clarify the age and plumage questions, AC sent colour sketches 
to Dr Har tmut Walter, who ascertained that the mantle, upperwing-
coverts and tertials were as an adult 's, lacking pale markings, while the ' 
immature spotting and barring on underwing and tail were still present. He 
considered it to be a dark-phase approaching a sub-adult plumage of a type 
noted by him in Moroccan individuals, a hint to its possible origin. The 
B O U Records Committee deduced that it was in first-summer plumage (R. 
Hudson in litt.). 

Escape l ikel ihood 

Captive Eleonora's Falcons were traced to the Midland Falconry Centre, 
Northamptonshire . A pair bred there in 1975, the young being exported to 
Canada . Both adults later died, the male having escaped shortly after the 
Formby sightings. The Centre pronounced the species unsuitable for 
falconry, and its hunting methods and insectivorous habits certainly render 
it unpopular . 

No other legal or illegal imports or sales in Britain have emerged since the 
introduction in 1970 of the licensing system for importing birds of prey, and 
a licence issued in 1975 is not thought to have been used (T. P. Inskipp in 
litt.). This does not eliminate secretly kept, illegal imports yet undis
covered, nor suppressed zoo escapes. Lack of reference to the species in the 
International Zoo Yearbooks of 1971-79 suggests, however, that it is not 
commonly kept in zoos. Escape abroad was widely investigated, but no lost 
Eleonora's Falcons could be traced in any European country during 1977. 
The species is now protected in many countries. Since numbers of 
immatures routinely summer north of their home colonies (Dr H. Walter in 
litt.), it seemed reasonable to suppose that the Formby bird was a genuine 
vagrant. 

Notes o n the species 

Eleonora's Falcon, named after a 14th-century Sardinian princess, was 
scientifically discovered much later, by Alberto Delia Marmora in 1836. 
This rare social falcon, which feeds on birds and insects, has two main 
plumage phases, the light being told from dark by its pale throat and face 
patches; Vaughan (1961a) and Walter (1979) noted a few intermediates. 
Dark-phase nestlings are distinguished by their barred undertail-
coverts (Stresemann 1943), but some rare all-dark individuals have 
occurred (Ristow 1975; Walter 1979). Clutches of one to four eggs 
resembling those of the European Hobby are usually laid on inaccessible 
cliff ledges on rocky islands and islets. Colonies range from two to two 
hundred pairs. The late nesting season begins in mid July, the young being 
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fed mainly on trans-Mediterranean migrants. The restricted breeding area 
extends from the Canary Islands to Morocco, and through the Mediter
ranean Basin to Cyprus. Migration to Madagascar and the Mascarene 
Islands begins in late autumn, although some routes are still speculative. 
Evidence of probable overwintering in the southern Aegean (Cant 1979) 
and possibly at Mogador (Walter 1979) has recently emerged. Dr Walter's 
latest estimate of the world population of Eleonora's Falcon is about 12,000 
individuals, compared with Vaughan's (1961b) estimate of'rather less 
than 4,000 birds'. 

Vagrancy elsewhere 
Vagrants have occurred in Corsica, Syria, Egypt, Lebanon, Israel and 
Libya. There have been 20 records in southern France, mostly since the 
1950s, including three in 1977. They fall into two groups: May/June and 
August (and one in early October); Carp & Cheylan (1979) concluded that 
those in autumn were non-breeders or failed breeders and also that 
occurrences in southern France of light-phase Eleonora's Falcons were 
probably overlooked due to misidentification as Hobbies or Peregrines. 
One ringed in Morocco (Bernis 1966) was recovered in central Spain in 
1970, and one ringed in Crete was discovered on the Black Sea coast of 
Turkey in June 1970 (Ristow 1975). There is also a Hungarian record of a 
dark-phase shot on 12th August 1964 (Ferenc 1978). According to Giitke 
(1900), one was caught in Heligoland, but the claim has been rejected 
(Glutz et al. 1971), partly on the grounds that it was too far north. The 
Formby bird is thus the northernmost accepted record. 
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Summary 
A first-summer dark-phase Eleonora's Falcon Falco eleonorae was seen at Formby Point, 
Merseyside, on 8th and 9th August 1977. 
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